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EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

1. Declarant:

2. Customs office to which application is made:

4. Customs office to which the information is addressed:

5. Holder of the authorisation/approval:

6. Identification number: 7. Document with which goods are removed from the
customs warehouse or the free zone or free warehouse:

8. Nature of the handling: Nature:

No:

Date:

Date on which it took place: Customs office:

9. Marks and numbers; number and kind of packages. Description of goods: 10. Net quantity:

Particulars to be taken into consideration for determination of the customs debt in respect of the goods referred to in box
9, if they had not undergone the usual forms of handling referred to in box 8:

11. Nature: 12. Customs value: 13. Quantity:

14. Stamp of the customs office where the declaration for 15. Stamp of the customs office which provided the
release for free circulation is lodged (see box 4): information (see box 2):

Place and date: Signature and stamp: Place and date: Signature and stamp:

C1247 PT(August 2001)

INF 8 INFORMATION SHEET

No.GB/

CUSTOMS WAREHOUSES/
FREE ZONES/FREE WAREHOUSES

USUAL FORMS OF HANDLING

3. APPLICATION

The undersigned requests determination of the nature,
customs value and quantity of the goods referred to in
box 9 which would be taken into consideration if the
goods concerned had not undergone the handling
referred to in  box 8.

Place:

Date:
day month year

Signature:
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NOTES

A. General notes

The form must be completed legibly and indelibly, preferably by typewriter. It must not contain any erasures or
overwritten words. Corrections should be made by crossing out the wrong words and adding any necessary
particulars. Corrections must be initialled by the person completing the sheet and endorsed by the customs office.

Boxes 1 to 10 of the sheet must be completed by the person declaring the goods, which have undergone usual
forms of handling, for free circulation or another procedure which could imply the creation of a customs debt or,
where the sheet is drawn up at the time of removal of the goods from the customs warehouse or from the free zone
or free warehouse, for another customs procedure.

B. Special notes referring to the relevant box numbers

1. Give the name and address.

2. and 4. Give the name, address of the customs office. Box 4 is not to be completed where the form is made out
when goods are removed from the customs warehouse, free zone or free warehouse.

5. Give the name and address:

- of the holder, or

- of the holder of the approval of stock records in the free zone or the free warehouse where the usual
forms of handling were carried out.

6. Give the identification number of the customs warehouse or reference particulars of the approval of
stock records in a free zone or free warehouse, as appropriate.

7. Box 7 is not to be completed where the form is made out before the goods are removed from the
customs warehouse, free zone or free warehouse.
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